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Abstract

In this project, I plan to create language models specifically designed for extracting statements from Wikidata and generating content for Wikipedia in English. These models will operate in a cyclical training process, where the output of one model serves as the input for another, enhancing overall performance. The objective of this project is to enhance the content of Wikidata and English Wikipedia by integrating the outputs of these models with results from ChatGPT. The anticipated outcome is an accelerated development of content for Wikidata and Wikipedia.

Introduction

To propel the growth of Wikipedia and Wikidata, we must integrate new AI technologies, specifically in content generation. Advanced AI bots, like ChatGPT, excel in natural language processing challenges, including data-to-text (D2T) and text-to-data (T2D) tasks. Utilizing language models becomes crucial for enhancing and expanding the content of these projects.

The current problems of Wikipedia and Wikidata:

- The average number of statements of each item in Wikidata is still NOT enough for data-to-text problem in generating long texts.
- No existing language models are tailored for generating long texts like Wikipedia content from Wikidata statements.

The two problems are described in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In Figure 1, a triple (data) can only generate a single sentence (reference). In Figure 2, from a set of triples (source), the model can generate a short paragraph (target). This project aims to create longer texts.

Date: June 1, 2024 to June 15, 2025.
**Related work**

Transformer models, especially in transfer learning, excel in NLP tasks like data-to-text and text-to-data [16]. Researchers commonly use pre-trained models from HuggingFace, such as T5 [14] and BART [5], for creating language models.

D2T and T2D, two language models, can be independently trained on collected data or undergo cycle training, where the output of D2T becomes the input for T2D, and vice versa, until both models converge [7], as shown in Figure 3.

In addition to the mentioned methods, I plan to explore alternatives like self-training, contrastive learning, and reinforcement learning. This allows for model comparisons, and I intend to use adapter models to reduce training time for large language models.

**Methods**

**Data Collection:** I developed a crawler to extract Wikidata statements, aligning them with short paragraphs on Wikipedia. I've created a dataset called Wida2WL (Wikidata to Weak Labels) with 40,000 source-target pairs, shown in Figure 2.

**ChatGPT data:** It is used to extract “source” or “target” results from a given “source” or “target” text. It also helps to improve the content quality instead of weak labels in Figure 2.

**Methods:** There are two models, D2T and T2D and both uses Transformer models with sequence-to-sequence architecture. I also use cycle-training [7, 8, 9], contrastive learning in the training to improve the quality.

**Model training facilities:**
- CPU GeForce RTX 3060 Ti: BART-base, T5-base, etc.
- CPU Nvidia RTX A6000: Alpaca, Llama, FLAN, etc.

**Participants:** Due to my research relationship, I will invite several researcher from some universities.

**Discussions & Surveys:** I open discussions on Meta and invite participants from Wikidata, English Wikipedia, and research groups, prioritizing active, experienced editors. Participants are selected based on contributions, and random invitations are sent, mainly on Wikidata and English Wikipedia.

**Expected output**

For this work, I offer these outputs:
- **Scientific publications:** At least two scientific papers that will be published in top conferences (ACM, ACL, NAACL, EMNLP etc) or top journals (Q1 and Q2). They help to attract the attention from the scientific community.
- **Source code, datasets and pre-trained modes:** Offer a repository on GitHub and HuggingFace, containing source code, datasets, pre-trained models, and guidelines for everyone can download and reuse.

**Risks**

Like text generation, D2T models may introduce hallucinations—outputs with incorrect facts, redundant information, or missing statements. Proposed solutions include a "risk" metric [10], word-level labels [11], token-level reference-free detection [12], and human evaluation. T2D models often identify incorrect statements due to similarities, mitigated by techniques like contrastive learning and reinforcement learning.
Community impact plan

As a Wikipedian, I will create my project space on Meta for opening discussions to receive community suggestions or opinions. Wikipedians can ask for evaluating outputs to see their requirements so that I can update the language models.

Evaluation

Since the main outcome is language models, the evaluation should be:

- Automatic metrics: For the D2T (data to text) model, they are F1 and ROC AUC score. For T2D (text to data), they are BLEU, METEOR, ROUGE and other string metrics.
- Human consensus: Measure the inter-rater reliability by annotators over outputs several criteria such as correctness, adequacy, and naturalness [5, 6].

Budget

1 year salary: 36000 USD (3000 USD/per month)
CPU with Nvidia RTX A6000: 6000 USD
ChatGPT API: 4000 USD
Publication fee: 3000 USD (2 papers)
5-10 annotators: 1000 USD

In total: 50000 USD

Prior contributions

A paper enhances Wikidata descriptions using a two-stage summarization method on short Wikipedia paragraphs [3]. Another paper, on Arxiv, explores mapping sentences to Wikidata statements with triples and qualifiers.

I participated in SMART TASK 2022, submitting two papers on using BERT and data oversampling for answer type and set relation prediction [1, 2]. Recently, I was invited as a reviewer of Wikidata Workshop 2023 (https://wikidataworkshop.github.io/2023/).
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